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INTRODUCTION

A female employee claims that for over two and one-half years,
she was subjected to sexual harassment, including sodomy and rape
by her supervisor, behind the locked office doors of a private gov-
ernment contractor.' In another instance, a female employee alleges
that while in the office, her supervisor made sexually suggestive re-
marks and rubbed his hands over her; in addition, after giving the
female employee a ride home from work, the supervisor allegedly forced
his way into her apartment and made sexual advances. 2 Still another
employee asserts that the branch manager at a life insurance company
engaged in a pattern of sexual harassment, causing her severe emo-
tional distress and permanent disability.3

These descriptions of recent cases brought in Virginia are not iso-
lated examples. They are but a few of the increasing number of law-
suits brought primarily by female employees against co-workers,
supervisors and employers for acts of sexual harassment in the work-
place. Thus, in our increasingly litigious society, injuries for which
employees rarely sought redress in the past are now the subject of a
plethora of employee lawsuits accompanying such diverse claims as
assault and battery, intentional or negligent infliction of emotional
distress, invasion of privacy, and negligent hiring, retention or su-
pervision. Further, one or more of these tort actions are often coupled
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with a wrongful discharge action and a claim under a federal statute,
such as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 4

In situations involving sexual harassment, claims usually are
brought not only against the supervisor or co-worker who allegedly
committed the unlawful harassment, but also against the employer.
In most instances, the alleged harasser has few or no financial re-
sources to satisfy any judgment that might be obtained; hence, a plain-
tiff must be able to establish employer liability in order to obtain any
substantial monetary relief. Thus, the employer is usually viewed as
the proverbial "deep pocket" to compensate employees for real or
perceived injuries arising from harassment in the workplace.

In Virginia, personal liability under traditional tort remedies may
attach to the co-workers or supervisor who engaged in the alleged sex-
ual harassment of another employee. However, the liability of the em-
ployer is much more problematic. Under Virginia law, employers are
not insurers guaranteeing the safety and well being of all of their em-
ployees. Even though the harassment or untoward conduct may have
occurred in the work place, it does not necessarily follow that the em-
ployer is automatically liable. In order for an employee to recover
against his or her employer for work place harassment by a co-worker
or supervisor, the employee must establish an independent basis for
the employer's liability in addition to establishing tort liability against
the alleged harasser. Employer liability, which is critical to a plaintiff
seeking extensive damages, is often difficult to establish.

I. EMPLOYEE CLAIMS AGAINST CO-WORKERS
Cases of sexual harassment or assault in the workplace may give

rise to two types of claims: (1) primary claims against the harassing
co-worker or supervisor and (2) secondary, or derivative, claims against
the employer for allegedly allowing the conduct to have occurred. In
analyzing a cause of action brought by a harassed employee, it is im-
portant to analytically distinguish these two types of claims. Although
an employee may be successful in pursuing primary claims against a
harasser, success on these claims does not mean that the employee may
succeed in pursuing derivative claims against the employer. On the
other hand, if the employee fails to establish a primary claim, no de-
rivative employer liability can result.

I Civil Rights Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352, 78 Stat. 241, 253-66 (codified as amended
at 42 U.S.C. § 2000e to 2000e-17 (1982)).
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Sexual harassment, in and of itself, is not a separate cause of
action in Virginia. Types of conduct that constitute harassment, how-
ever, may well be actionable as falling within well recognized tradi-
tional theories of tort liability. Among the more frequently asserted
common law torts in this area are assault and battery, intentional or
negligent infliction of emotional distress and invasion of privacy. The
viability in Virginia of these commonly asserted claims is discussed
below.

A. Assault and Battery

Assault protects a person's right to be free from a reasonable fear
or apprehension of an unwanted, nonconsensual contact; battery pro-
tects a person's right to be free from the actual contact. In Virginia,
an assault is defined as any threatening act that puts another in rea-
sonable apprehension or fear of any type of physical injury.5 A battery
constitutes any touching, however slight, of another person in a rude,
angry or insulting way. 6

A civil action for assault and battery may not typically be as-
sociated with a work place environment, especially an office situation.
Nonetheless, because the definition of what constitutes an assault or
battery is so broad, employees are increasingly asserting such claims
against their co-workers and employers in cases involving sexual ha-
rassment.

Sexually harassing conduct, by which an employee is subjected
to unwanted touching by a co-worker or supervisor, or is placed in
fear of such contact, would meet the requisites of the tort of assault
and battery. However, mere verbal harassment, such as the making
of derogatory comments about women or men, is not sufficient to
constitute an assault. Mere words, without more, cannot make a per-
son liable.

No reported Virginia cases have specifically allowed recovery for
assault and battery in the context of sexual harassment. Yet, if the
requisite elements of traditional assault and battery are met, there would
seem to be no reason why liability could not be predicated upon this
common law theory. When faced with the issue, courts in other ju-

I Bourne v. Richardson, 133 Va. 441, 113 S.E. 893 (1922); Wilkinson v. Allen, 136 Va.
607, 118 S.E. 94 (1923); Jones v. Commonwealth, 184 Va. 679, 36 S.E.2d 571 (1946).

6 Crosswhite v. Barnes, 139 Va. 471, 124 S.E. 242 (1924); Jones v. Commonwealth, 184
Va. 679, 36 S.E.2d 571 (1946); Pugsley v. Privette, 220 Va. 892, 263 S.E.2d 69 (1980).
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risdictions have analyzed sexual harassment under the traditional as-
sault and battery principles. For example, in Davis v. United States
Steel Corp., the Fourth Circuit, interpreting South Carolina law, held
that an employee who claimed her supervisor had subjected her to
sexually explicit language and touched her buttocks without her con-
sent was entitled to present her claim for assault and battery to a jury.7

Similarly, in Rogers v. Loews L'Enfant Plaza Hotel, the Federal Dis-
trict Court for the District of Columbia allowed a female employee
to proceed with a tort claim for assault and battery in a sexual ha-
rassment case.8

B. Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress

Unlike assault and battery, where words alone are not sufficient
to establish a claim, shocking and outrageous verbal abuse may sustain
a claim for emotional distress. However, it will be the rare employment
situation where such verbal abuse can meet the stringent requisite of
such a cause of action.

Emotional distress claims, unaccompanied by any physical man-
ifestation, are fairly easy to feign and are difficult to disprove. In
recognition of this fact, Virginia courts have followed the general rules
laid down in other jurisdictions and have established very strict tests
that must be met by a plaintiff in order to establish an emotional dis-
tress claim. In order to sustain a claim for emotional distress, un-
accompanied by physical injury, a plaintiff in Virginia must prove four
essential elements: (1) the wrongdoer's conduct was intentional or
reckless; (2) the conduct was outrageous and intolerable in that it
"offends against the generally accepted standards of decency and mo-
rality"; (3) there was a causal connection between the wrongdoer's
conduct and the emotional distress; and (4) the emotional distress was
severe .9

This four-part requirement is applied stringently by Virginia courts.
A wrongdoer's conduct will not be found intentional or reckless, un-

Davis v. United States Steel Corp., 779 F.2d 209 (4th Cir. 1985).
8 526 F. Supp. 523 (D.D.C. 1981). See also Newsom v. Cooper-Wiss, Inc., 179 Ga.

App. 670, 347 S.E.2d 619 (1986).
9 Womack v. Eldridge, 215 Va. 338, 210 S.E.2d 145 (1974); Brown v. Loudoun Golf &

Country Club, Inc., 573 F. Supp. 399 (E.D. Va. 1982); Sealand Serv., Inc. v. O'Neil, 224
Va. 343, 297 S.E.2d 647 (1982); Moore v. Allied Chem. Corp., 480 F. Supp. 364 (E.D. Va.
1979); Firebaugh v. General Elec. Co., 838 F.2d 1209 (4th Cir. 1988).
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less it can be shown that the wrongdoer "had the specific purpose of
inflicting emotional distress or where he intended the specific conduct
and knew or should have known emotional distress would likely re-
sult." 0 Moreover, the requirement of "outrageous" and "intolera-
ble" conduct does not include "situations where only bad manners
and hurt feelings are involved."" Thus, liability has been found only
where the conduct has been so outrageous in character and so extreme
in degree as to go beyond all possible bounds of decency, and to be
regarded as "atrocious and utterly intolerable in a civilized commu-
nity."I 2

There are no reported Virginia decisions addressing the level of
outrageousness that must occur in the context of sexual harassment
in order to make out a claim for intentional infliction of emotional
distress. In light of the stringent requirements for such a claim, the
fact that a female employee may have been subjected to sexual in-
nuendos by her supervisor or co-worker, although possibly sexual ha-
rassment in and of itself, probably would not set forth a claim for
intentional infliction of emotional distress.' 3 The increase in employee
lawsuits dealing with sexual harassment will undoubtedly make this
a matter for future litigation. 4

10 Womack v. Eldridge, 215 Va. at 342, 210 S.E.2d at 148.
Id.

2 RESTATEMENT (SEcoND) OF TORTS § 46 comment d (1966).
,3 In other types of cases involving claims against employers for intentional infliction of

emotional distress, the courts usually have held that the requisites of such a claim have not
been met. For example, in Firebaugh v. General Elec. Co., 838 F.2d at 1209, the employer
involuntarily transferred the plaintiff, who had 28 years of service, to a job paying 20% less
than that of his previous job. Rather than accept the transfer, the employee resigned and sued
the employer for an intentional infliction of emotional distress. The trial court held that the
employer's decision to transfer the employee was not intended to make him quit his job and
that the employer's actions certainly did not rise to the level of outrageous conduct required
to sustain an intentional infliction claim.

Similarly, in Harless v. First Nat'l Bank, 169 W.Va. 673, 289 S.E.2d 692 (1982), the bank
fired an employee because he allegedly "blew the whistle" on the illegal failure of the bank
to pay funds due to the bank's customers. The court, relying upon the Virginia Supreme
Court decision in Womack, 215 Va. 338, 210 S.E.2d 145, held that this was not the outrageous
type of conduct that would support an "intentional infliction" claim. See also Wells v.
Thomas, 569 F. Supp. 426 (E.D. Pa. 1983) (even though employer stripped plaintiff of her
position without cause and took other punitive action against her, acts not outrageous enough
to sustain a claim for intentional infliction of emotional distress); Patterson v. McLean Credit
Union, 805 F.2d 1143 (4th Cir. 1986), aff'd on other grounds, 491 U.S. 164 (1989) (harassment
of black female employee by employer fell far short of extreme outrageous conduct for
intentional infliction claim); Murphy v. American Home Prod. Corp., 112 Misc. 507, 447
N.Y.S.2d 218 (1982), (punitive actions taken against employee for revealing illegal employer
practices insufficient to constitute intentional infliction of emotional distress).

" In Dwyer v. Smith, 867 F.2d 184 (4th Cir. 1989), the Fourth Circuit took the position
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C. Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress

Employees often combine claims of negligent and intentional in-
fliction of emotional distress in bringing a lawsuit against supervisors
or co-workers for harassing actions. While proceeding under a "neg-
ligence" theory would avoid the need to establish intentional conduct
by the harasser, it does not avoid the need for such conduct to be
"outrageous." Hence, a claim for negligent infliction of emotional
distress is subject to most of the same deficiencies as an intentional
infliction claim. Moreover, in Virginia, the tort of negligent infliction
of emotional distress is not recognized unless there is some physical
manifestation of the emotional injury - an unlikely occurrence in a
pure hostile environment situation. 5

D. Invasion of Privacy

In jurisdictions other than Virginia, employees commonly pursue
actions involving invasion of privacy claims arising out of events in
the workplace. Invasion of privacy lawsuits often focus upon public
disclosures of private facts about an employee, such as an employee's
drug and alcohol addiction, psychological or medical state, or other
personal affairs.16 Invasion of privacy actions also have dealt with in-
trusions into areas viewed by an employee as being personal, such as

that where the trial court judge (in trying a Title VII claim for sexual harassment with a
pending state claim of intentional infliction of emotional distress) concluded that the defendant's
conduct did not create a hostile or abusive environment for Title VII purposes, that finding
precluded the plaintiff's success on the emotional distress claim. As stated by the court of
appeals, "while we recognize the two actions [Title VII hostile work environment claim and
tort action for emotional distress] are dissimilar in many respects, it would defy reason to
allow a claim for 'outrageousness' of conduct to go forward when the district court has already
determined that the factual predicate for such an action does not exist, that is, that the conduct
complained of in a full contextual analysis, was not sufficiently egregious to create an 'abusive'
or 'hostile' environment." 867 F.2d at 194-95.

" See EI-Meswari v. Washington Gas Light Co., 785 F.2d 483 (4th Cir. 1986); Wise v.
GMC, 588 F. Supp. 1207 (W.D. Va. 1984). Cf. Naccash v. Burger, 223 Va. 406, 416, 290
S.E.2d 825, 831 (Va. 1982) (recognizing claim for emotional distress without physical impact
or manifestation for parents in "wrongful birth" action).

16 E.g., Wells v. Premier Indus. Corp., 691 P.2d 765 (Colo. Ct. App. 1984) (employer
disclosed information to IRS about former employee); Wells v. Thomas, 569 F. Supp. 426
(E.D. Pa. 1983) (university sued for disclosure of personnel director's separation agreement);
Kobeck v. Nabisco, Inc., 166 Ga. App. 652, 305 S.E.2d 183 (1983) (employer sued for
disclosing confidential personnel information about absences from work); Trout v. Umatilla
County School Dist., 77 Or. App. 95, 712 P.2d 814 (1985).
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an unauthorized entry into a worker's locker, files, or home., 7 In this
vein, a supervisor's continuing sexual advances may well be viewed
as invading one's privacy. The Fourth Circuit, interpreting Title VII
law in Katz v. Dole, observed that in the workplace a "sexual advance
or insult almost always will represent 'an intentional assault on an
individual's innermost privacy.""'  The Fourth Circuit's observation
is echoed in the Restatement (Second) of Torts, which provides that
"one who intentionally intrudes, physically or otherwise, upon the
solitude or seclusion of another ... is subject to liability to the other
for invasion of his privacy, if the intrusion would be highly offensive
to a reasonable person."' 9

Although theoretically sexual harassment or advances may well
be viewed as invading one's privacy, the Virginia Supreme Court has
yet to recognize a common law right of privacy or a concomitant right
of action for the invasion of one's solitude or seclusion. The only right
of privacy recognized in Virginia is that established by the Virginia
legislature, which has statutorily prohibited the misappropriation of
one's name or image for commercial purposes. 20 The Virginia Supreme
Court has never addressed the question of whether a common law right
of privacy exists outside of the statute. However, federal courts which
have addressed the question have all concluded that an action for in-
vasion of privacy is limited solely to that created by statute, and no
general common law right of privacy exists in Virginia. 2'

17 E.g., K-Mart Corp. Store No. 7441 v. Trotti, 77 S.W.2d 632 (Tex. Ct. App. 1984)
(employee awarded punitive damages for employer's search of her locker and purse); O'Connor
v. Ortega, 480 U.S. 709 (1987) (public employees have privacy expectation to their desks and
files); Love v. Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co., 263 So.2d 460 (La. Ct. App.), writ denied, 262
La. 1117, 266 So.2d 429 (1972) (co-worker's entry into employee's home constitutes invasion
of privacy).

"1 Katz v. Dole, 709 F.2d 251, 255 (4th Cir. 1983), (quoting Bundy v. Jackson, 641 F.2d
934, 945 (D.C. Cir. 1981)).

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 652(B) (1976).
Vo VA. CODE ANN. § 8.01-40 (1984).

21 Brown v. American Broadcasting Co., 704 F.2d 1296, 1302 (4th Cir. 1983). See also
Evans v. Sturgill, 430 F. Supp. 1209, 1213 (W.D. Va. 1977) (no general right of privacy exists
in law of Virginia); Falwell v. Penthouse Int'l Ltd., 521 F. Supp. 1204, 1206 (W.D. Va. 1981),
aff'd, 797 F.2d 1270 (4th Cir. 1986), rev'd on other grounds, 485 U.S. 46 (1987) ("Virginia
recognizes no right of privacy other than that specifically conferred by Virginia Code Section
8.01-40, a legislative enactment in derogation of the common law"); Ward v. Conner, 495 F.
Supp. 434, 440 (E.D. Va. 1980), rev'd on other grounds, 657 F.2d 45 (4th Cir. 1981), cert.
denied, 455 U.S. 907 (1982) (inappropriate to create a cause of action "for right of privacy
where [Virginia] state law recognizes no such right").
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In sum, while other jurisdictions may recognize more expansive
common law rights of action to redress sexual harassment in the work-
place, an employee who has been harassed in Virginia is limited pri-
marily to a common claim for assault and battery or a federal claim
under Title VII. As a result, unless the alleged harassment takes the
form of unwanted touchings or the reasonable fear of such physical
contact, an employee likely will not be able to pursue a tort action
in Virginia either against the harassing co-worker or against the em-
ployer.

II. THEORIES OF EMPLOYER LIABILITY

In general, an employer in Virginia may be liable for the torts
of its employees in only three specific circumstances: (1) where the
employee acted within the scope of his or her employment; (2) where
the employer ratified its employee's unauthorized wrongful act; or (3)
where the employer negligently hired or retained the employee causing
harm. The first two types of liability are vicarious, or indirect, while
the last type of liability is direct, arising from the common law duty
of the employer to its employees. An additional theory of employer
liability - that of negligent supervision - has not been recognized
in Virginia although it is a cognizable claim in other jurisdictions.

Virginia law narrowly restricts an employee's ability to satisfy the
legal requisites under either a vicarious or direct liability standard and,
thus, to impose liability upon the employer. Further, even if a plain-
tiff-employee could make out the requisites of a cause of action against
an employer, an employee's claim may well be barred by the Virginia
Workers' Compensation Act or preempted under the Virginia Human
Rights Act, as discussed below.

A. Vicarious Liability of the Employer

Virginia follows the well-established rule that an employer is not
liable for every wrong that an employee may commit either against
fellow employees or third parties.2 2 Rather, an employer may be liable
for the acts of an employee only where that employee is acting within
the scope of his or her employment and performing acts in furtherance

21 Abernathy v. Romaczyk, 202 Va. 328, 332, 117 S.E.2d 88, 91 (1960).

[Vol. 1:2
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of the employer's business. 23 Importantly, these same principles apply
even though the employee committing the allegedly tortious act is a
supervisor or manager of the employer sought to be held liable. For
example, in a case where a supervisory employee initiated a malicious
prosecution action against the plaintiff, the Virginia Supreme Court
ruled that the employer could not be held liable because it could, not
be shown that "the injury was committed by the authority of the mas-
ter, expressly conferred, or fairly implied from the nature of the em-
ployment and the duties incident to it.' '24 In sum, in a situation where
the plaintiff claims that a supervisor has engaged in sexual harassment
or assault, it will be the very unusual case indeed where the employer
would be held vicariously liable since such acts, by their very defi-
nition, could hardly be done with a view to furthering the employer's
interests .25

In other jurisdictions plaintiffs may attempt to get over the "scope
of employment" hurdle by alleging that the employer later ratified the
tortious acts of its supervisor. However, in Virginia there can be no
liability by ratification unless the employee's act was originally done
in furtherance of the employer's interests. 26 Additionally, even where

11 Manuel v. Cassada, 190 Va. 906, 59 S.E.2d 47 (1950). Thus, in determining an
employer's vicarious liability for the torts of its employees, "the real questions . . . are can it
be said that the tortious act (1) was an act fairly and naturally incident to the business of the
employer, and (2) was it done with a view to further the master's interests or from some
impulse or emotion which naturally grew out of or was incident to the attempt to perform
the master's business, and did not arise from some external, independent and personal motive
on the part of the servant to do the act upon his own account?" Carey v. Hotel Rueger, 195
Va. 980, 984, 81 S.E.2d 421, 423 (1954).

24 Manuel v. Cassada, 59 S.E.2d at 50 (quoting T. COOLEY, TORTS, § 396 at 68-69 (4th
ed. 1932)). See also Bryant v. Bare, 192 Va. 238, 64 S.E.2d 741 (1951) and Master Auto Serv.
Corp. v. Bowden, 179 Va. 507, 19 S.E.2d 679 (1942) (where employee on mission of his own,
master not responsible even though injury would not have been caused but for facilities
provided by employer); Drivers Adm'rs. v. Southern Ry. Co., 103 Va. 650, 49 S.E. 1000
(1905) (master not liable for unauthorized acts of supervisor).

The view that an employer is not automatically responsible for the intentional torts of
its supervisors and managers is followed in numerous other jurisdictions. E.g., Davis v. United
States Steel Corp., 779 F.2d 209 (4th Cir. 1985) (applying South Carolina law) (employer
could not be held liable for assault, battery and intentional infliction of emotional distress
based on verbal and physical sexual assaults against the plaintiff by her immediate supervisor
until he observed breach of company policy and then failed to take action); Doe v. United
States, 618 F. Supp. 503, 505 (D.C.S.C. 1984) (Air Force not liable under Federal Tort Claims
Act for actions of counselor in sexually assaulting patients since the counselor's actions were
"for the sole purpose of furthering his own self interest" and were "far beyond the scope of
his employment").

2, Virginia Pocahontas Coal Co. v. Lambert, 58 S.E. 561, 562 (Va. 1907) ("Ratification
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intentional tortious acts have been committed in furtherance of an
employer's interest, there can be no ratification absent clear evidence
that the employer actually approved and adopted the tortious acts af-
ter obtaining full knowledge of the facts.27 Courts will find lack of
ratification particularly in those circumstances where the employer in-
vestigates and takes corrective action as soon as it learns of any em-
ployee misconduct. 28

is an agreement to adopt an act performed by another for us. A ratification . . . can only be
effectual ...when the act was done by the agent on account of the principal, not on his
own account .. ")(quoting 1 Am. & ENO. ENCY. L. (2d Ed.) 1188-89); Forbes & Allers v.
Hagman, 75 Va. 168, 178 (1881) (Ratification applies to tort cases, and "the test of liability
in such a case is said to be the consideration whether the act was originally intended to be
done to the use or for the benefit of the party who is afterwards said to have ratified
it.")(emphasis added); Henry Myers & Co. v. Lewis, 92 S.E. 988, 996 (Va. 1917) ("[Tlhere
may be cases where the individual action of the... servant is so out of the ordinary course
of the business of his. . .master that it is evident he acted individually, outside of the
relationship of ...master and servant, [and] that the act was not done in the name ... of
the master or for his use .... [I]n such cases, the ratification of the tortious act by the
master ... would not have rendered the latter liable therefor.") Some other jurisdictions
concur in this approach. See e.g., Costa v. Able Distrib., Inc., 653 P.2d 101, 105 (Haw. App.
1982); Sheffield v. Central Freight Lines, Inc., 435 S.W.2d 954, 955 (Tex. App. 1968). See
also RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY § 82 (1958).

27 Compare, e.g., United Construction Workers v. Laburnum Constr. Corp., 75 S.E.2d
694 (Va. 1953), affl'd, 347 U.S. 656 (1954) (Union ratified its employee's threats of violence
to coerce company's employees to join union where union's regional director told complaining
company officials that employee was working under his orders), with Southern Ry. Co. v.
Grubbs, 80 S.E. 749 (Va. 1914) (employer did not ratify its employee's assault and battery of
passenger while attempting to collect fare even though company did not discharge the
wrongdoing employee). See also, Seavey, Ratification by Silence, 103 U. PA. L. REV. 30, 35
(1954) (where employee's tortious act is beyond scope of employment and is not done to
benefit employer, "the courts require clear evidence of the approval of the wrongdoing
conduct."); Scott v. Allstate Ins. Co., 553 P.2d 1221, 1226 (Ariz. App. 1976) (insufficient
evidence of ratification where employer retained employee but reprimanded him); Woodward
v. City Stores Co., 334 A.2d 189, 191 (D.C. 1975) (retention and even subsequent promotions
of wrongdoing employee do not establish ratification because "[slome additional indication of
approval is needed"); Abraham v. Onorato Garagesy, 446 P.2d 821, 827 (Haw. 1968) (retaining
wrongdoing employee after learning of his misconduct is "too readily open to explanation on
other grounds" to constitute clear evidence that employer approved and ratified misconduct)
(quoting Turner v. American Dist. Tele. & Messenger Co., 94 Conn. 707, 711, 110 A. 540,
544 (1920).

Is See Manuel v. Cassada, 190 Va. 906, 59 S.E. 2d 47 (1950) (employer could not be
found to have ratified its manager's malicious prosecution where employer later withdrew the
warrant and thereby evidenced its intent not to adopt employee's acts). Accord, Joyner v.
AAA Cooper Transp., 477 So.2d 364, 365 (Ala. 1985) (where employer investigated charges
of sexual misconduct by supervisor and took corrective action, court found that "[t]he conduct
of [the employer], when confronted with this complaint, can certainly not be characterized as
ratification of [the supervisor's] activities").

[Vol. 1:2
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B. Agency Theory of Liability
Under agency principles as applied in Title VII cases, an employer

may be liable for the unlawful conduct of an employee where that
employee is viewed as an agent of the employer, i.e., a manager or
supervisor, and where the employee/agent is "aided in accomplishing
the tort by the existence of the agency relationship. ' 29 Thus, an em-
ployer may be directly liable for acts of discrimination committed by
another where the employer could have prevented the wrongful con-
duct "by reasonable care in hiring, supervising, or if necessary, firing
the tort feasor." 30 In such a situation, the employer is liable whether
or not the employee committed the discriminatory acts in furtherance
of the employer's business. Under this theory, "liability is based upon
the fact that the agent's position facilitates the consummation of the
[tort] .,"

Although this theory may have applicability in Title VII cases,
the Fourth Circuit recently held that the theory is a "much different
animal than common law tort liability" and refused to expand Vir-
ginia's common law to include such a concept.32 In so holding, the
circuit court noted that under Title VII, the liability of an employer
is broadly defined in order "to effectuate the remedial and public pol-
icy goals of the Civil Rights Act of 1964." 3 On the other hand, the
court emphasized that "[c]ommon law tort liability ... is not powered
by the public policy engine of Title VII, but rather is concerned pri-
marily with the proper economic balance of risks and harms in so-
ciety." '3 4 Hence, in Virginia, an employer's vicarious liability is limited
to the traditional rules of respondeat superior described above.

C. Direct Liability of the Employer
In attempting to impose direct liability upon an employer for the

alleged tortious actions of a co-worker or supervisor, employees will
often allege that the employer negligently hired, retained or supervised

Sparks v. Pilot Freight Carriers, Inc., 830 F.2d 1554, 1559 (1lth Cir. 1987) (quoting
RESTATEMENT (SEcoND) OF AGENCY § 219(2)(d) (1958)). See also Hunter v. Allis-Chalmers
Corp. Engine Div., 797 F.2d 1417, 1422 (7th Cir. 1986); Hamilton v. Rogers, 791 F.2d 439,
442 (5th Cir. 1986).

10 Hunter, 797 F.2d at 1422.
" American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Inc. v. Hydrolevel Corp., 456 U.S. 556,

566 (1982) (quoting RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY § 261 (1958)).
11 Spencer v. General Elec. Co., 894 F.2d 651, 657 (4th Cir. 1990).
33 Id.
14 Id. citing Vinson v. Taylor, 753 F.2d 141, 150-151 (D.C. Cir. 1985), aff'd on other

grounds sub nom., Meritor Savings Bank FSB v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57 (1986).
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the purported harasser. While the doctrine of negligent hiring has been
recognized in Virginia, especially in situations involving the hiring of
employees with criminal records, Virginia courts have not gone so far
as to impose liability upon an employer for negligently supervising an
employee who commits an unauthorized assault of who engages in
sexual harassment.

1. Negligent Hiring
The tort of negligent hiring initially found expression as an ex-

ception to the doctrine of charitable immunity in actions against char-
itable organizations, particularly charitable hospitals. Under this
exception, a patient could bring a malpractice action against a char-
itable hospital based upon the theory that the hospital had been neg-
ligent in hiring health care providers, such as nurses."

Recently, in J. v. Victory Tabernacle Baptist Church,3 6 the Vir-
ginia Supreme Court gave a more expansive application to the reach
of a cause of action for negligent hiring. The Victory Tabernacle case
arose in the context of an employee of the church who, prior to being
hired, had been convicted of. aggravated sexual assault. He had been
placed on probation with the condition that he not be involved with
children. Despite his previous conviction and probationary conditions,
the church hired him for duties that encouraged contact with children.
After being hired, the employee allegedly molested a ten year old girl
at the church. The Virginia Supreme Court allowed suit to proceed
against the church on the claim of negligent hiring, recognizing that
the claim constituted an independent tort in Virginia. The supreme
court did not address the issue of negligent retention, but affirmed
the trial court's dismissal of the plaintiff's claim for negligent su-
pervision.

2. Negligent Retention

The Virginia Supreme Court has not specifically spoken to the
question of whether there may be a cause of action based either upon
an employer's negligent retention of an employee who displays dan-
gerous tendencies after his or her hiring, or upon the failure to inform

11 See, e.g., Hill v. Leigh Memorial Hosp., 132 S.E.2d 411 (Va. 1963); Norfolk Protestant
Hosp. v. Plunkett, 162 Va. 151 (1934).

16 236 Va. 206, 372 S.E.2d 391 (1988).
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an employee about a co-worker's proclivities for certain types of of-
fensive or dangerous behavior.17 In surveying Virginia law, the Fourth
Circuit, however, has concluded that since Virginia recognizes a tort
for negligent hiring, it would also recognizes a tort for negligent re-
tention and, by implication, failure to warn. a"

3. Negligent Supervision
Although Virginia courts have recognized an independent cause

of action against an employer for negligent hiring - and may, by
extension recognize a claim for negligent retention - Virginia has not
extended employer liability to recognize a claim for negligent super-
vision.3 9 Such a claim most commonly is asserted in a situation where
an employee has been subjected to harassment, unwarranted sexual
solicitations, or even assault by a co-worker or supervisor and the em-
ployer is charged with having failed to adequately supervise its em-
ployees to prevent such types of conduct. In Chesapeake and Potomac
Telephone Co. of Virginia v. Dowdy,4° a case where an employee had
claimed that he suffered from stress because of allegedly overzealous
supervision, the Virginia Supreme Court addressed the question of
whether "the common law of Virginia recognizes a tort of negligent
supervision of an employee by the employer and its managerial per-
sonnel. '" 4' It answered the question in the negative.

17 The Virginia Supreme Court, however, has recognized a cause of action for negligent
retention as an exception to the doctrine of charitable immunity. Infant C. v. Boy Scouts of
America, Inc., 391 S.E.2d 322, 325, 239 Va. 572, 578 (1990) ("a charitable organization is
liable to the beneficiaries of the charity for the negligence of its employees if it fails to exercise
ordinary care in the selection and retention of those employees").

31 Paroline v. Unisys Corp., 879 F.2d 100, 112 (4th Cir. 1989), modified en banc, 900
F.2d 27 (4th Cir. 1990). The Paroline case has been remanded to the District Court for the
Eastern District of Virginia, which, as of the date of this article, has not yet addressed the
issue.

,, In refusing to find a cause of action in Virginia for a claim against an employer for
lack of adequate training and instruction of its employees, the Federal District Court for the
Western District of Virginia emphasized the limited scope of a cause of action for negligent
hiring. Simmons v. Baltimore Orioles, Inc., 712 F. Supp. 79 (W.D. Va. 1989). In that case,
the court noted that the tort of negligent hiring "conditions liability on the employer's
knowledge that the employee's past actions strongly suggest that he is unfit for a job which
involves an unreasonable risk of harm to others." 712 F. Supp. at 81 (emphasis in original).
To expand employer liability predicated upon the employer's alleged negligence in training and
instructing employees, according to the district court, "would extend the tort of negligent
hiring far beyond the boundaries recognized [by the Virginia Supreme Court] and . . . beyond
the bounds of common sense." Id.

235 Va. 55, 365 S.E.2d 751 (1988).
365 S.E. 2d at 751.
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Recently, in Spencer v. General Electric Company, the Fourth
Circuit applied the Dowdy rationale and upheld the district court's
dismissal of a claim for negligent supervision where a female employee
alleged that her employer had negligently supervised the employee's
supervisor, allowing him to engage in sexual harassment and unwar-
ranted sexual solicitations 2.4 The court of appeals did not specifically
address the question of whether a cause of action for negligent su-
pervision exists where an employee alleges that she was the victim of
physical sexual assaults. However, under Virginia law, the duty of an
employer to its employees is rather limited. Likewise, it would appear
that Virginia would not recognize a claim for negligent supervision in
the area of sexual assaults.

The reason for the employer's limited obligation and concomitant
limited liability for the actions of co-employees may best be under-
stood in the context of the historical development of an employer's
obligations as an exception to the so-called "fellow servant doctrine."
In its most extreme form, the fellow servant doctrine established in
absolute assumption of risk by employees for the wrongful acts of
their fellow employees or servants. 43 Thus, an employer was shielded
from liability for all tortious actions of its employees even with respect
to acts occurring within the scope of employment. The fellow servant
doctrine not only was exceptionally harsh, but it encouraged employers
to divest themselves of all liability by delegating performance to sub-
ordinate officers or servants."

Consequently, an exception to the fellow servant doctrine de-
veloped, imposing a duty upon the employer to select and retain only
those employees competent in performing their job duties and han-
dling tools and operating machinery in a safe fashion. 45 As the Virginia
Supreme Court stated in 1895, the severity of the fellow servant doc-
trine is mitigated by the imposition of a duty on the employer "to
exercise caution and discretion in the selection of the servants who are
to be 'fellows,' . . . and [to] not retain in his service any one found
to be unfitted to discharge the duties assigned him." 46

41 894 F.2d at 656-57.
4' Norfolk and W. Ry. Co. v. Donnelley's Adm'r, 14 S.E. 692 (Va. 1892).
" E.g., Norfolk and W. Ry. Co. v. Phillips Adm'rs, 41 S.E. 726 (Va. 1902); Norfolk

and Western Ry. Co. v. Ampey, 25 S.E. 226 (Va. 1896).
41 Norfolk and W. Ry. Co. v. Ampey, 25 S.E. at 229-30.
" Norfolk and W. Ry. Co. v. Nuckols' Adm'rs, 91 Va. 193, 21 S.E. 342, 346 (1895).

See also Swift & Co. v. Hatton, 124 Va. 426, 434, 97 S.E.2d 788, 791 (1919).
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Rather than having a general duty to adequately supervise em-
ployees, employer liability for injuries by co-workers arises only in the
situation where (1) the employee committing the alleged tort was op-
erating within the scope of employment; (2) the employee negligently
failed to properly carrying out job duties or to operate machinery or
handle tools in a safe fashion, and (3) the employer knew or should
have known it had selected and retained an incompetent employee.47

In short, in Virginia an employer's duty to provide competent fellow
servants is limited to a duty to ensure that its employees are competent
in handling the instrumentalities of employment. The employer is not
obligated to engage in general policing of its employees to ensure they
do not engage in harassment or assault, be it sexual or otherwise.4

III. WORKERS' COMPENSATION BAR TO TORT ACTIONS

Assuming an employee is able to make out a cause of action against
an employer based upon alleged assaults or harassment of a co-worker
or supervisor, that claim may well be barred by the exclusivity pro-
visions of the Virginia Workers' Compensation Act (WCA).49 Where
that employee's injuries are covered under the provisions of the Act,
the WCA provides the exclusive remedy for an employee. 0 For an

E.g., Aronovitch v. Ayres, 169 Va. 308, 193 S.E. 524 (1937) (employer allegedly hired
unsafe driver who caused vehicle accident injuring fellow employee); Swift & Co. v. Hatton,
124 Va. 426, 97 S.E. 788 (1919) (employee negligently placed "instrumentality," i.e., a barrel
of pork). See also, e.g., Meyers Sons v. Falk, 99 Va. 385, 38 S.E. 178 (1901) (negligently
operating elevator); Norfolk & W. Ry. Co. v. Phillips Adm'r, 100 Va. 362, 41 S.E. 726 (1902)
(negligently moving train cars); Norfolk & W. Ry. Co. v. Ampey, 93 Va. 108, 25 S.E. 226,
(negligently coupling railroad cars); Norfolk & W. Ry. Co. v. Nuckols' Adm'r, 91 Va. 193,
21 S.E. 342 (negligently operating train).

,8 See also Norfolk & W. Ry. Co. v. Houchins, Adm'rs, 95 Va. 398, 408, 28 S.E. 578,
582 (1897) (employer not liable for negligence of fellow servant because employer "cannot
always stand by and watch the servant in his every act"); Dreyfus & Co. v. Wooters, 123 Va.
42, 96 S.E. 235 (1918) (master not required to exercise supervision over routine duties of
servant); Ferguson v. Glady Fork Lumber Co., 72 W.Va. 278, 280, 781 S.E. 689, 689 (1913)
("The law does not impose upon the master a duty to be present always, to give personal
supervision to the work and directions to his servants.").

49 VA. CODE ANN. § 65.1-1 to -163 (1987 & Supp. 1990).
o The exclusivity provision of the WCA states as follows: "Employee's rights under the

Act exclude all others. The rights and remedies herein granted to an employee when he and
his employer have accepted the provisions of this Act respectively to pay and accept compen-
sation on account of personal injury or death by accident shall exclude all other rights and
remedies of such employee, his personal representative, parents, dependents or next of kin, at
common law or otherwise, on account of such injury, loss of service or death." VA. CODE
ANN. § 65.1-40 (1987 & Supp. 1990).
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employee's tort claims against the employer to be barred, the em-
ployee's injury must have (1) arisen in the course of employment, (2)
arisen out of the employment and (3) been an injury by accident.,,

A. "In the Course of" Employment

For an injury to arise in the course of employment, an injury must
have occurred within the period of employment, at a place where the
employee was reasonably expected to be and while the employee was
reasonably fulfilling the duties of his or her employment or doing
something reasonably incidental to those duties.52 In most cases, an
injury must have occurred on the employer's premises.13

Given these strictures, the Fourth Circuit has held that an em-
ployee's claim for injuries allegedly arising from sexual assault and
battery by a supervisor while at the employee's home did not arise "in
the course of employment" and, hence, was not barred by the WCA.
In Paroline v. Unisys Corporation, the plaintiff-employee accepted a
ride home with her supervisor after the employer had closed its offices
early because of bad weather. During the trip home, the supervisor
made remarks which the employee interpreted as being sexually sug-
gestive and also kissed her and repeatedly tried to hold her hand. When
they reached the employee's apartment, the supervisor insisted upon
coming in despite the employee's objections. Once inside the apart-
ment, the supervisor grabbed the employee and kissed and touched
her. Despite the fact that the employee's alleged injury arose out of
circumstances originating in the work place, the Fourth Circuit, ap-

VA. CODE ANN. § 65.1-7 (1987 & Supp. 1990).
2 Grand Union Co. v. Bynum, 226 Va. 140, 143, 307 S.E.2d 456, 458 (1983) (quoting

Baggett Transp. Co. v. Dillon, 219 Va. 633, 637, 248 S.E.2d 819, 822 (1978)).
11 Where an employee's duties are performed at "no fixed time or location," an injury

occurring at an employee's home may be compensable. For example, in Graybeal v. Bd. of
Supervisors, 216 Va. 77, 216 S.E.2d 52 (1975), the Virginia Supreme Court held that a
prosecutor's injury from a bomb explosion occurred in "the course of employment," even
though it happened at his home after he returned from work at the courthouse. That case
involved the "atypical circumstances" where a former convict had planted a bomb in retaliation
for the prosecutor's success in obtaining the criminal's conviction and imprisonment. Because
the court viewed a public prosecutor as being "charged with the duty of exercising his authority
in different places, including his home, and at various times, including evening hours," the
court held that at least for purposes of injuries that relate to official duties, such injuries were
compensable under workers' compensation. 216 Va. at 79, 216 S.E.2d at 54. The Virginia
Supreme Court, however, has pointed out that the rule in Graybeal does not extend to the
typical worker who has "fixed hours and places of employment." Grand Union, 226 Va. at
144 n.*, 307 S.E.2d at 458 n.*.
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plying Virginia law, held the injury allegedly occurred in a private
residence and not in the workplace. Hence, the exclusivity provisions
of the WCA did not apply.14

B. "Arising Out Of" the Employment

For an injury to meet the second prong of the workers' com-
pensation test, the injury must have arisen out of the employment.
In other words, as stated in R&T Investments v. Johnson, there must
be a "causal connection between the claimant's injury and the con-
ditions under which the employer requires the work to be per-
formed." 55 An injury does not "arise out of" the employment if it
"cannot fairly be traced to the employment as a contributing prox-
imate cause and which comes from a hazard to which the [worker]
would have been equally exposed apart from the employment."5

1
6

An employee's allegation that by failing to take adequate pre-
cautions with respect to co-workers, the employer facilitated the ha-
rassment or assault - indeed, caused them for liability purposes -
appears to put the employee's claims squarely within the R&T In-
vestments test for determining whether an injury arose out of the em-
ployment. Although the Virginia Supreme Court has not dealt with
this specific issue, its decision in Richmond v. Braxton5 7 supports the
general proposition that where an employee alleges injury caused by
the assault or harassment of a co-worker due to the employer's neg-
ligence, such a claim is barred by workers' compensation exclusivity.

While the court in Braxton ultimately concluded the claimant's
injury caused by her supervisor's sexual assault did not arise out of
employment, the court's analysis leaves little doubt it would have
reached a contrary holding if the evidence had shown employer neg-
ligence contributed to that assault. Braxton arose out of a workers'
compensation proceeding where the Industrial Commission found the
assaulting manager regularly displayed sexually oriented materials (in
this case Playboy magazines), discussed sexual topics in the office, and
that the manager's supervisors knew of this activity.58 Thus, the Com-
mission concluded that "the management of the business, or lack of

Paroline, 879 F.2d at 110-11.
" 228 Va. 249, 252, 321 S.E.2d 287, 289.

Id. at 253, 321 S.E.2d at 289.
" 230 Va. 161, 335 S.E.2d 259 (1985).
" Id. at 162-63, 335 S.E.2d at 260.
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it, permitted an exaggerated risk [of assault] to become part of. . .the
work place" and established the necessary employment link to award
compensation.59 The Virginia Supreme Court reversed the ruling of
the Industrial Commission, however, stating that "the record contains
no evidence to support a conclusion that a person who ... [displays
Playboy magazines] is more inclined to commit a sexual assault than
anyone else."60 Had there been a showing that the employer's inaction
contributed to an environment which led to the assault, the reasoning
of the Braxton court would lead to the opposite result, i.e., coverage
under workers' compensation.

This reading of Braxton is confirmed by subsequent litigation in
which Braxton attempted to sue her employer in tort for negligence. 61

The court concluded that even though the Supreme Court had rejected
Braxton's workers' compensation claim for failure of proof, her neg-
ligence action against her employer was nevertheless barred by the
Workers' Compensation Act:

[Plaintiff is alleging] specific acts of negligence on the part of her employer
that expose[d] her to injuries. Under these allegations, and assuming that
there would be proof available to support them, she is showing there is a
causal connection between the conditions under which the work is required
to be performed and the resulting injury.62

A similar analysis was used by the Virginia Supreme Court in
Plummer v. Landmark Communications, where an injured employee
alleged that her employer had notice of dangerous conditions yet failed
to correct them, resulting in an assault on the employee. 63 Given these
facts, the court held the employee's exclusive remedy lay under the
Workers' Compensation Act. 64

59 Id. at 163, 335 S.E.2d at 261.
60 Id. at 165, 335 S.E.2d at 262.
61 Braxton v. Richmond, 4 Va. Cir. Ct. Rpts. 369 (Richmond 1986).

Id. at 370.
63 235 Va. 78, 85, 366 S.E.2d 73, 76 (1988).
- Courts in other jurisdictions confronted with allegations of injuries resulting from

negligent employer supervision of co-employees have held that such claims are limited to claims
under workers' compensation statutes. See, e.g., LaBonte v. Nat'l Gypsum Co., 110 N.H.
314, 317-18, 269 A.2d 634, 637 (1970); Durso v. Modern Biscuit Corp., 11 A.D.2d 1036, 205
N.Y.S.2d 923 (N.Y. App. Div. 1960).

Some courts have applied this same rationale to dismiss tort claims alleging that employers
negligently failed to control the conduct of fellow employees who sexually assaulted or harassed
the plaintiff. See Baker v. Wendy's of Montana, Inc., 687 P.2d 885 (Wyo. 1984) (where
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A recent decision by the Virginia Supreme Court raises some ques-
tion as to whether the personal nature of a sexual assault prevents the
injury from being considered as "having aris[en] out of the employ-
ment," even where the nature of the work environment allegedly in-
creased the risk of such an assault. In Reamer v. National Service
Industries,65 the Virginia Supreme Court held that a salesperson sex-
ually assaulted by a customer in the store where she worked was not
covered by the WCA because the attack was "purely personal." The
ruling reversed the trial court's holding that under the WCA the In-
dustrial Commission had exclusive jurisdiction over the employee's
claim, and allowed the employee to go pursue a negligence action
against the employer.

The plaintiff in Reamer worked as a salesperson at a furniture
rental store with a public entrance and a rear entrance for employees.
One afternoon, while alone at the store, Reamer heard a knock at the
rear door and opened it, thinking a co-worker had returned. A man
forced his way into the store, sexually assaulted Reamer and then stole
cash and checks from the store's petty cash box before fleeing. Reamer
identified the attacker as a customer with whom she had spoken on
several occasions. Reamer, choosing not to apply for benefits under
the WCA, filed a negligence suit against the employer, claiming the
company failed to provide a safe work place because the lighting in
the rear parking lot was inadequate, the rear door had no peep hole,
and Reamer was often left alone to tend the store.

employee alleged injuries due to employer's "negligent failure to control" her supervisor's
conduct, court held that "the injury clearly arose out of the employment"); Harrison v. Reed
Rubber Co., 603 F. Supp. 1456 (E.D. Mo. 1984) (plaintiff's tort claim against employer for
failure to take appropriate action in preventing sexual harassment by a co-employee barred by
exclusivity provisions of workers' compensation statute); Zahn v. Associated Dry Goods Corp.,
655 S.W.2d 769 (Mo. Ct. App. 1983); Lui v. Intercontinental Hotels Corp., 634 F. Supp. 684
(D. Haw. 1986) (where employee suffered assault and battery at hands of supervisor during
working hours, workers' compensation exclusive remedy); Knox v. Combined Ins. Co., 542
A.2d 363 (Me. 1988).

Other courts, however, have carved out an exception for claims of sexually based assaults
and battery. See Byrd v. Richardson-Greenshields Sec., Inc., 552 So.2d 1099 (Fla. 1989); Hart
v. Nat'l Mortgage & Land Co., 189 Cal. App. 3d 1420, 235 Cal. Rptr. 68 (1987); Cox v.
Brazo, 165 Ga. App. 888, 303 S.E.2d 71, aff'd, 251 Ga. 491, 307 S.E.2d 474 (1983); O'Connell
v. Chasdi, 400 Mass. 686, 511 N.E.2d 349 (1987); Hollrah v. Freidrich, 634 S.W.2d 221 (Mo.
Ct. App. 1982); Hogan v. Forsyth Country Club Co., 79 N.C. App. 483, 340 S.E.2d 116,
review denied, 317 N.C. 334, 346 S.E.2d 140 (1986); Palmer v. Bi-Mart Co., 92 Or. App.
470, 758 P.2d 888 (1988).

65 237 Va. 466, 377 S.E.2d 627 (1989).
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In ruling that the plaintiff's injuries did not arise out of the em-
ployment, the Virginia Supreme Court noted "that nothing in the na-
ture of employment in a furniture-rental store increases the risk of rape
and forcible sodomy. 6 In emphasizing the personal - as opposed to
employment-related - nature of the assault, the court pointed to the
fact that the assailant was personally acquainted with the victim and
had talked with her in the store on several occasions. Moreover, the
court opined that the assault was not related to the status of the victim
as an employee. This was evidenced by the fact the assailant twice
assaulted his victim before he took money from the petty cash box,
almost as an afterthought.

Reamer, however, is distinguishable from a case in which an em-
ployee alleges the employer facilitated or allowed a co-worker or su-
pervisor (rather than a stranger to the employment relationship) to
commit sexual harassment or assault. While it is certain that there is
nothing peculiar "in the nature of employment in a furniture-rental
store, ' 67 or in the ordinary office situation that would increase the
risk of sexual assault, the calculus is decidedly different where the
employer allegedly has given a co-worker or supervisor the opportunity
to engage in untoward and harassing behavior.

C. Injury by Accident

In Virginia, not all workplace injuries are covered by the WCA.
Rather, compensation is limited to an "injury by accident," defined
as an injury arising from an "incident" or "precipitating event" which
causes an "obvious sudden mechanical or structural change in the
body. ' 68 Hence, injuries allegedly resulting from normal work activ-
ities, such as repetitive heavy lifting or repetitive bending and twisting
or stressful and heavy maintenance work, are not compensable under
the WCA. 69

66 Id. at 472, 377 S.E.2d at 630.
67 Id.

Kraft Dairy Group, Inc. v. Bernardini, 229 Va. 253, 256-57, 329 S.E.2d 46, 48 (1985);
Lane Co. v. Saunders, 229 Va. 196, 199, 326 S.E.2d 702, 703 (1985); Woody v. Mark Winkler
Management, Inc., 1 Va. App. 147, 336 S.E.2d 518, 520 (Va. App. 1985).

6 Kraft Dairy, 229 Va. 253 (repetitive heavy lifting inherent in claimant's normal work);
Lane Company, 229 Va. 196 (repetitive bending and twisting in moving and stacking table
tops); Mark Winkler Management, Inc., 1 Va. App. 147 (stressful and heavy maintenance
work).
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However, the types of injury alleged in sexual harassment or as-
sault cases, i.e., emotional and physical distress and suffering, have
been held to be covered by the Act. 70 Indeed, unlike some other states,
the Virginia WCA covers emotional and physical distress even where
no physical impact has occurred to cause those injuries. 71 Moreover,
the WCA covers the aggravation of a preexisting emotional condition
that was caused by a precipitating event. 72 In Spencer v. General Elec-
tric, the federal district court, in granting the employer's motion to
dismiss, ruled that where the employee had alleged repeated sexual
harassment and assaults by her supervisor culminating in a purported
rape which produced post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), the re-
sulting injury to the employee constituted an "injury by accident"
within the meaning of the WCA. 73

D. International Tort Exception

Although in other jurisdictions courts have read into state work-
ers' compensation acts an exception for intentional torts, the Virginia
Supreme Court recently held that no such exception exists under the
Virginia WCA except in limited statutorily defined circumstances. In
that case, Haddon v. Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. ,74 the plaintiff
had filed a suit against her employer, Metropolitan Life, and her branch
manager alleging that the manager had "engaged in a pattern of ha-
rassment and sex discrimination" against her. This intentional course
of conduct, Haddon alleged, caused her severe emotional distress and

70 See Burlington Mills Corp. v. Haygood, 177 Va. 204, 13 S.E. 291 (1941); E.C.
Womack, Inc. v. Ellis, 209 Va. 288, 166 S.E.2d 265 (1969).

7 Burlington Mills, 177 Va. at 210, 13 S.E.2d at 292-93 (injury compensable where
employee who received a sudden emotional shock at work suffered a traumatic emotional
neurosis as a result).

" See Harris v. NWS Employees Federal Credit Union, 65 Va. Indus. Comm. Op. 131
(1986) (WCA covers intense, incapacitating anxiety of employee caused by a series of armed
robberies over the course of several months, with last robbery precipitating her condition).

11 Spencer v. General Elec. Co., No. 87-1214-A, (E.D. Va. May 24, 1988). Courts in
other jurisdictions have ruled that injuries resulting from repetitive acts of sexual harassment
can constitute "an injury by accident" for purposes of workers' compensation. See e.g.,
Zabkowicz v. West Bend Co., 789 F.2d 540 (7th Cir. 1986), Lui v. Intercontinental Hotels
Corp., 634 F. Supp. 684 (D. Hawaii 1986), and Studstill v. Borg Warner Leasing, 806 F.2d
1005 (1 1th Cir. 1986) (emotional distress caused by supervisor's campaign of sexual harassment
found to be "accidental injury" within the meaning of workers' compensation act and therefore
plaintiff's tort claim barred by the exclusivity provision).

74 239 Va. 397, 389 S.E.2d 712 (1990).
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permanent disability. She sought damages for infliction of emotional
harm, defamation, insulting words, tortious interference with a con-
tract, and breach of contract.

The trial court dismissed the action in its entirety, holding that
Haddon's own allegations established that her injuries were the result
of an accident arising out of and in the course of her employment,
and, therefore, her exclusive remedy was the WCA. 75 Before the Vir-
ginia Supreme Court, Haddon argued that she should be allowed to
pursue her common law tort action against her employer and super-
visor because her injuries did not arise from an "accident" but were
caused by the intentional tortious conduct of the branch manager.

In support of her argument, Haddon pointed to decisions of the
Indiana courts interpreting the Indiana WCA, upon which the Virginia
Act was modeled. 76 Indiana decisions have held that employees are not
limited to the exclusive workers' compensation remedy where an in-
tentional tort has been committed by an employee but instead may
proceed with a common law action for damages. 77 In addition to point-
ing to Indiana law, Haddon argued that to limit an employee to work-
ers' compensation as the sole remedy, where an employer commits an
intentional harm, would contravene public policy.

Despite the equitable force of Haddon's arguments, the Virginia
Supreme Court, in a brief three and one-half page decision, rejected
Haddon's appeal and upheld the dismissal of her lawsuit. In so hold-
ing, the court noted that in a number of earlier cases it had defined
the term "accident" to include intentional assaults for purposes of the
WCA. The court pointed to its statement in a 1934 opinion that "it
is now well settled . . . that although the injury is the result of the
willful and intentional assault of either a fellow employee or a third
person, this fact does not prevent the injury from being accidental
within the meaning of the Act." '78 In light of this precedent, the Vir-
ginia Supreme Court stated that it was "not persuaded by Indiana's

1, The dismissal of the action applied both to the employer, Metropolitan Life, and the
individual who allegedly perpetrated the harassment.

76 See Joyce v. A.C. & S., Inc., 785 F.2d 1200, 1207 (4th Cir. 1986).
1' See National Can Corp. v. Jovanovich, 503 N.E.2d 1224 (Ind. App. 3 Dist. 1987).
71 Continental Life Ins. Co. v. Gough, 161 Va. 755, 759, 172 S.E. 264, 266 (1934). See

also Hopson v. Hungerford Coal Co., Inc., 187 Va. 299, 46 S.E.2d 392 (1948); A.N. Campbell
& Co. v. Messenger, 171 Va. 374, 199 S.E. 511 (1938); Farmers Mfg. Co. v. Warfel, 131 S.E.
240 (Va. 1926).
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decision which may be at odds with substantial Virginia precedent"
providing for no exception to the WCA for intentional torts.

The court also interpreted recent amendments to the WCA as
indicating that the Virginia legislature concurred with its interpretation
of the scope of the act as normally including intentional assaults. The
court noted that under section 65.1-23.1(A) of the Virginia Code, the
legislature provided the intentional act of sexual assault as coming
within the purview of the act where the assaulted employee promptly
reports the assault to the appropriate law enforcement authority and
where the nature of the employment situation "substantially increases
the risk of such assault." ' 79 The court also noted that at the 1988 ses-
sion, the General Assembly amended the section to allow such an ag-
grieved employee, who has been sexually assaulted and can identify
the attacker, to pursue a separate tort claim against the attacker in
lieu of pursuing benefits under the Act.80

Because of this 1988 amendment, the Virginia Supreme Court
may well have thought that its decision in the Haddon case, being
limited only to those actions that arose prior to the effective date of
the amendment, would have little impact. However, the 1988 amend-
ment, providing for an exception to the workers' compensation ex-
clusivity where an employee has been sexually assaulted, is limited to
allowing the employee to proceed against "the attacker," whether the
"attacker" is the assaulted employee's employer or co-worker. The
recent amendment does not allow an employee to pursue a tort action
against the employer where the employee has been assaulted by a co-
worker or supervisor. Hence, the amendment is of relatively little prac-
tical benefit to an employee seeking substantial money damages, since

79 This section provides in full as follows:
Any employee who, in the course of employment, is sexually assaulted, as defined in
Sections 18.2-61, 18.2-67.1, 18.2-67.3, or Section 18.2-67.4, and promptly reports the
assault to the appropriate law-enforcement authority, where the nature of such employ-
ment substantially increases the risk of such assault, upon a proper showing of damages
compensable under this title, shall be deemed to have suffered an injury arising out of
the employment and shall have a valid claim for workers' compensation benefits.

VA. CODE ANN. § 65.1-23.1(A) (Supp. 1990).
go VA. CODE ANN. § 65.1-23.1(B) (Supp. 1990) provides:

Notwithstanding the provisions of this Act, an employee who is sexually assaulted and
can identify the attacker may elect to pursue an action-at-law against the attacker, even
if the attacker is the assaulted employee's employer or co-employee, for full damages
resulting from such assault in lieu of pursuing benefits under this Act, and upon
repayment of any benefits received under the Act.
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the proverbial "deep pocket" is not the co-worker or supervisor who
committed the assault, but rather the employer.

Moreover, while the court stated in the Haddon opinion that Vir-
ginia has long recognized intentional assaults as falling under the def-
inition of "accident" for purposes of the WCA, the court failed to
recognize that those cases all involved situations in which a fellow
employee or third person committed the assault - not the employer
itself. Haddon is the first case where the Virginia Supreme Court has
explicitly dealt with the question of whether the definition of "ac-
cident" would include an intentional assault by the employer."

In sum, where a female employee has been sexually assaulted by
a co-worker or supervisor, and she has followed the procedural re-
quisites, the employee may proceed with a tort claim against the at-
tacker instead of obtaining compensation under the WCA. However,
in such a situation, the employee may not proceed in an action at law
against the employer. Only in the situation where the employer has
committed the attack does the statutory exception apply. In practice,
application of this exception would generally be limited to those very
small businesses where a specific individual may be considered the
"employer"; it would not usually apply to the typical corporation with
a multilayered structural hierarchy.

IV. VIRGINIA HUMAN RIGHTS ACT

In 1987, the legislature enacted the Virginia Human Rights Act
for the stated legislative purpose of safeguarding "all individuals within
the Commonwealth from unlawful discrimination because of race,
color, religion, national origin, sex, age, marital status, or disability
... in employment.., and to protect citizens of the Commonwealth
against unfounded charges of unlawful discrimination." 8 2 The statute

8, Prior to Haddon, the federal courts construing Virginia law were split on the issue.
For example, in Haigh v. Matsushita, 676 F. Supp. 1332, 1352-1354 (E.D. Va. 1987), Judge
Spencer concluded that it was more probable than not that the Virginia Supreme Court would
decline to engraft the judicial exception to the exclusivity provisions of the Workers' Com-
pensation Act for intentional torts of the employer. The district court recognized that such a
change "is a monumental step, one not to be taken lightly." Id. at 1354. Judge T.S. Ellis,
III, reached a contrary conclusion in Spencer v. General Elec. Co., No. 87-1214-A-CIV (E.D.
Va. May 24, 1988) (unpublished opinion), where the court held that the plaintiff's tort claims
against her supervisor were not barred by the WCA because those acts as alleged "were
committed with the intent to injure plaintiff." (Slip op. at 9.)

82 VA. CODE ANN. § 2.1-715 (1987).
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defines an "unlawful discriminatory practice" as being conduct which
violates a Virginia statute or regulation governing discrimination, or
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,3 or the Fair Labor Standards
Act.8

The law provides for the creation of a Council of Human Rights
in the Office of the Governor, 5 which shall have the power to receive
and investigate complaints alleging unlawful discriminatory practices .16

The Council, with the approval of the Attorney General, may seek
"the prevention of or relief from an alleged unlawful discriminatory
practice." ' However, the Council itself does not have the power to
award damages or to grant injunctive relief. The law also provides for
the creation of local commissions to aid in effectuating the purposes
of the Act. These local commissions may hear and adjudicate com-
plaints brought under the Act.8 1

The statute specifically provides that its provision shall not "be
construed to create an independent or private cause of action to en-
force its provisions"; all complaints must be brought through the ad-
ministrative process.8 9 Significantly, the statute also provides that "the
policies or provisions of this chapter . .. [shall not] be construed to

83 Civil Rights Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352, 78 Stat. 241, 253-66 (codified as
amended at 42 U.S.C. § 2000e to 2000e-17 (1982).

- 29 U.S.C. §§ 201-262 (1982 & Supp. III 1985). The Equal Pay Act provisions of the
Fair Labor Standards Act, prohibiting sex-based discrimination in the payment of wages for
equal work, are incorporated in the definition of an unlawful discriminatory practice. See 29
U.S.C. § 206(d) (1982).

'5 VA. CODE ANN. § 2.1-718 (1987).
86 VA. CODE ANN. § 2.1-720 (1987).
" VA. CODE ANN. § 2.1-720 (1987).
" VA. CODE ANN. § 2.1-720 (1987). The 1987 General Assembly gave Virginia cities,

towns, and counties the authority to enact human rights ordinances prohibiting discrimination
in employment, as well as housing, public accommodations, credit and education. The ordi-
nances cannot be inconsistent with nor more stringent than applicable state laws. See id. §
15.1-37.3:8 (Cum. Supp. 1987). Local human rights agencies which were established before
July 1, 1987, may continue to exercise additional powers which previously had been granted
to them. See id. § 2.1-724 (Repl. Vol. 1987). For example, the City of Alexandria and County
of Fairfax Human Relations Commission continued to operate under this statutory exception
as deferral agencies, certified by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

89 VA. CODE ANN. § 2.1-725 (1987). It has been said that this provision was inserted in
the Act to make clear that a cause of action would not exist for discharging an employee in
violation of the public policy embodied in the Act. See Epps, Annual Survey of Virginia Law,
21 U. RICH. L. REV., 769, 773-774 (1987). This concern was a reaction to the Virginia Supreme
Court's decision in Bowman v. State Bank of Keysville, 229 Va. 534, 331 S.E.2d 797 (1985),
in which the Court recognized a cause of action for wrongfully discharging an employee in
violation of an established public policy.
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allow tort actions to be instituted instead of or in addition to the cur-
rent statutory actions for unlawful discrimination."

The wording of the statute goes beyond merely prohibiting the
creation of an independent common law cause of action for discrim-
inatory conduct. In addition, the language of the statute would appear
to prevent the institution of any tort actions, even those previously
recognized by the common law of Virginia, where a statutory action
for unlawful discrimination may be brought. Thus, to the extent that
an employee's tort action against an employer may be predicated upon
discriminatory practices - for example, sexual harassment - the ef-
fect of the Human Rights Act may well be to preempt common law
tort actions and relegate an employee to statutory actions for unlawful
discrimination under either state or federal statute.

To date, the Virginia Supreme Court has had no occasion to in-
terpret the preemptive effect of the Human Rights Act. However, in
an unreported letter decision in Mulvey v. Gondoles, Alexandria Cir-
cuit Judge Alfred D. Swersky interpreted the Act as preempting com-
mon law tort actions in suits involving claims of sexual harassment. 9°

The Mulvey case involved a suit for alleged sexual harassment brought
by a female employee of the Arlington County Sheriff's Department
against the sheriff. The employee's lawsuit alleged the elements of the
tort of intentional infliction of emotional distress and claimed sub-
stantial emotional damages. The defendant sought dismissal of the
case, arguing that the Virginia Human Rights Act evidenced the policy
of Virginia to limit claims of employment discrimination to remedies
provided by Title VII of the federal Civil Rights Act.

Because the events giving rise to the Mulvey suit occurred before
the effective date of the Virginia act, Judge Swersky refused to apply
the Human Rights Act as a bar to the plaintiff's suit. In dicta, the
court stated that "the Human Rights Act . does purport to preempt
common law tort actions." 91 However, because there was no indi-
cation that the legislature "intended the retroactive application of the
Human Rights Act," the court refused to bar a tort action which arose
prior to the effective date of the statute. 92

It remains to be seen whether other state court judges will follow
Judge Swersky's reading of the statute by holding that the Virginia

o Mulvey v. Gondoles, At Law No. 87-253 (Arlington Cir. Ct., Swersky, J. [sitting by
designation]), September 4, 1987).

, Letter Opinion at 2.
92 Id.
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Human Rights Act does not create an independent or private cause
of action and, moreover, preempts previously recognized common law
tort claims. If Virginia courts follow this analysis of the Act, an em-
ployee's already limited ability to obtain damages against an employer
for sexual harassment by a co-worker or supervisor will be severely
curtailed, if not totally eliminated.

CONCLUSION

The legal theories under which an employee may institute tort
actions for sexual harassment in Virginia are based primarily in nine-
teenth century laissez-faire legal concepts. Such laissez-faire principles
generally limited employer liability to those specific instances where
the wrongdoer employee was acting within the scope of employment
for the benefit of the employer, or where the employer hired an em-
ployee who was incompetent to carry out job requirements. Once the
employer performed these limited duties, an employee was obligated
to take sufficient steps to preserve his or her own safety in the work-
place. An employer was not liable for the torts committed by an em-
ployee's fellow servants, nor was the employer obligated to supervise
the day-to-day conduct of those fellow servants to ensure they did not
engage in unauthorized wrongful conduct.

Employers in the twentieth century have increased obligations with
respect to their employees and to society at large. The law of Virginia
governing employer obligations also has evolved through the enact-
ment of the Worker's Compensation Act. Hence, in 1918, the Virginia
General Assembly adopted the state's Workers' Compensation Act to
protect employees injured on the job through the negligence of an
employer.

With the advent of workers' compensation, an injured employee
generally could not - and, indeed, did not need to - file a lawsuit
against the employer in order to be compensated for a job-related in-
jury. Such an injury usually would be compensated and treated in a
much more efficient and equitable manner through the workers' com-
pensation system. As recognized by the Virginia Supreme Court in
Fauver v. Bell93, workers' compensation represented "a compromise"
whereby the employee surrendered "his right to bring an action at law
against his employer for full damages and agree[d] to accept a sum

11 192 Va. 518, 65 S.E. 2d 575 (1951).
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fixed by statute" and the employer surrendered its traditional common
law defenses of contributory negligence, assumption of the risk and
the fellow servant doctrine. 94

The Virginia courts have recognized that if an employee may re-
ceive compensation under the Act for injuries stemming from sexual
harassment, there would appear to be no reason why an exception
should be made in the workers' compensation system to allow an em-
ployee to proceed with a tort action against the employer. Moreover,
a Virginia employee's interest in preventing harassment from occurring
in the future, in addition to obtaining compensation, may be addressed
through the procedures of the Virginia Human Rights Act and of Title
VII where injunctive relief may be ordered. Given these remedies al-
ready in place, Virginia courts have concluded that there is no need
to expand the scope of common law relief to include additional lia-
bility on the part of an employer.

Not all states have followed Virginia's approach. Because sexual
harassment stands on a different footing from the type of injuries most
commonly dealt with under workers' compensation, some states have
held that injuries stemming from alleged sexual harassment are not
covered by workers' compensation and, hence, allow a sexually ha-
rassed employee to pursue tort claims against the employer. Courts
in California, Florida, Georgia, Massachusetts, North Carolina and
Oregon have followed this approach. 95 In a 1989 opinion, the Florida
Supreme Court presented a lengthy discussion of the issue and con-
cluded that based upon the nature of the injuries stemming from sex-
ual harassment and the public policy outlawing sexual discrimination,
including sexual harassment, workers' compensation would not be an
employee's exclusive remedy. 96 Allowing a sexually harassed employee
to pursue a tort against an employer may appear to serve the public
policy goal of preventing sexual harassment in the workplace, how-
ever, such may not be the case. Allowing an employee to pursue a tort
action against the employer for sexual harassment, rather than seeking
benefits through workers' compensation, is subject to numerous pit-
falls. Where an employee's claim does not come under workers' com-

' Id. See also MICIIE'S WORKERS' COMPENSATION, § 2 at 6-7 ("an injury to an employee
due to the employer's negligence ... [is] within the field of industrial accidents, and it was
the purpose of the compensation acts to cast the loss upon the business as an ultimate expense
thereof."); Feitig v. Chalkey, 185 Va. 96, 38 S.E. 2d 73 (1946).

9' See supra note 65.
Byrd v. Richardson-Greenshields Sec., Inc., 552 So.2d 1099 (Fla. 1989).
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pensation, the employer may assert its common law defenses, such as
contributory negligence, assumption of the risk and the fellow servant
doctrine. Moreover, recent experience in other states, such as Cali-
fornia, has shown that the availability of additional tort remedies,
including compensatory and punitive damage awards against employ-
ers, has failed to further any public policy goals. Rather, employment
litigation has turned into a high stakes lottery in which some employees
may obtain astronomical judgments against employers, while other
employees receive little or nothing at all.97 In recognition of these prob-
lems and irrational verdicts, the California Supreme Court has de-
termined recently that compensatory and punitive damages should not
be recovered in most wrongful discharge cases.9

In light of the California experience, there would seem to be little
reason to believe that Virginia courts will change direction and expand
the scope of employer liability. However, change may well be in the
offing on the federal level. The Civil Rights Act of 1990, which was
passed in the last Congress but vetoed by the President, would have
amended Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act to allow, with certain
limited exceptions, for juries to award compensatory and punitive
damages for claims of intentional discrimination, including sexual ha-
rassment. The Bill as passed by Congress did not provide any limit
on the amount of compensatory damages that could be awarded, al-
though a cap was placed on punitive damages up to the greater of
$150,000 or the amount of compensatory damages plus equitable mon-
etary relief. Following the President's veto of this Bill, the Admin-
istration proposed its own civil rights act which also would have allowed
for the award of compensatory and punitive damages and jury trials
in certain circumstances. Under the Administration's proposal, total
damages in the maximum amount of $150,000 could be awarded by
the court or a jury.

It is anticipated that renewed efforts will be made in the next
Congress to pass a civil rights act. Given the Administration's ac-
ceptance of damage awards for violations of Title VII, it is likely fed-
eral law in the future will provide some form of compensation for
injuries stemming from sexual discrimination, including sexual ha-

9 See J. Dertouzos, The Legal and Economic Consequences of Wrongful Termination,
RAND CoRP. STUDY R-3602-ICJ (1988); Gould, Stemming the Wrongful Discharge Tide; A
Case for Arbitration, 12 EManL. REL. L.J. 404 (1988).

" Foley v. Interactive Data, 47 Cal. 3d 654, 765 P.2d 373 (1988).
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rassment. Whether or not change in the existing system of compen-
sation is deemed warranted to eliminate discrimination and harassment
in the workplace, it certainly makes better sense for advocates of such
change to seek to amend the statutory scheme enunciating that public
policy rather than attempting to alter traditional tort law or the work-
ers' compensation system. In this way, the pubic policy concerns can
be addressed directly and openly.


